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Adapters for Sub-Compact Loaders with Single Cylinder

Worksaver knows…….Adapters. One of the growing segments of the tractor market is
the Sub-Compact tractors. Most of these tractors which are sold by Kioti, Kubota, LS,
TYM and Mahindra are equipped with loaders that utilize a single center hydraulic
cylinder to operator the bucket. Till now the choice of attachments has been limited for
the customers who own these tractor loaders.

That can now change. Worksaver
has developed adapters for these
single cylinder loaders allowing
them to use attachments with the
“universal” skid steer interface,
opening the door to a wide range of
attachments.

The adapters are built with 7-gauge
material, to provide strength, yet
keep their weight under 70 lbs. to
allow the loader to have maximum
lifting capacity, to get more done.



Mahindra / TYM

Designed for the Mahindra eMax
25L as well as the TYM TX-25
this adapter mounts to the loader
arms and center single cylinder
using the existing loader and
cylinder pins. The adapter hands
are built to the “universal” skid
steer attachment standard -
allowing the use of those type
attachments.

Single Cylinder

Using existing loader & cylinder

pins the 835110 adapter easily

connects to the eMax 25L and

TYM TX-25 loaders. Plated

components (handles, springs,

pins, plungers) result in long

trouble free service life.



Kubota

Designed for the Kubota LA240
& LA243 loaders this adapter
mounts to the loader arms and
center single cylinder using the
existing loader & cylinder pins.
The adapter hands are built to the
“universal” skid steer attachment
standard. This allows a wider
choice of attachments.

Single Cylinder
Mount

Using existing loader & cylinder

pins the 835130 adapter easily

connects to either the LA240 or

LA243 loaders. Plated

components (handles, springs,

pins, plungers) result in long

trouble free service life.



Kioti

Designed for the Kioti SL2410
this adapter mounts to the loader
arms and center single cylinder
using the existing loader and
cylinder pins. The adapter hands
are built to “universal” skid steer
attachment standard, providing a
greater choice of attachments for
the operator.

Single Cylinder

Using existing loader & cylinder

pins the 835120 bracket easily

connects to the SL2410 loaders.

Plated components (handles,

springs, plungers) result in long

trouble free service life.



Adapters for select loaders with single bucket cylinder, available Late March 2016

Model Item # Description Weight

Kioti SL2410 to
Skid Steer
Adapter

835120

Interfaces with Kioti model SL2410 with
center single lift cylinder to allow the use
of skid steer type attachments (shipped
less pins, uses original loader pins)*

68

Kubota LA240,
LA243 to Skid
Steer Adapter

835130

Interfaces with Kubota LA240, LA243
loaders with center single lift cylinder to
allow the use of skid steer type
attachments (shipped less pins, uses
original loader pins)*

68

Mahindra
eMax 25L &
TYM TX-25 to
Skid Steer
Adapter

835110

Interfaces with Mahindra models eMax
25L & TYM TX-25 with center single
lift cylinder to allow the use of skid steer
type attachments (shipped less pins, uses
original loader pins)*

69

*Maximum capacity of the adapter is 1,200 lbs.


